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About This Game

Second Coming is a sci-fi cartoon gamebook with turn-based 3D battles (xcom-style). It is a sci-fi adventure where you and
your team explore an alien ship and uncovers its secrets. This game will appeal to both gamebook enthusiasts as more traditional
gamers - extending the gamebook format with digital effects and narration. The story explores the concept of origin of life and

alien civilizations.
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They Have Waited

As an alien ships approaches and make landfall on earth - prophets are interpreting a signal from the ship as "I am Messiah".
Linking the ship to the Second Coming of the Messiah. Proclaiming salvation to be at hand in a time when the earth’s resources

are running scarce and the earth most need it.

The Origin Of Life

The task force assembled to investigate the alien ship however makes frightening discoveries that links the ship to the origin of
life - believing it to be some kind of ark that carries life across the universe to seed worlds. As the enter they ship they

encounter a sign that reads "Eden" written in ancient script. But what are the alien’s intention and are they really linked to
creation? Or are they just sinister beings that collect lifeforms for their own entertainment?

Revelations
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What awaits them are not like anything they have ever seen before. It will be a thought provoking journey through alien
environments - searching for the beings that control the alien ship and a secret far older than mankind.
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Title: Second Coming
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Seen in a Dream, KLURA Design
Publisher:
Seen in a Dream
Release Date: 8 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600 GT / ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

English
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It's a nice horror game.Play it cause markiplier's video.. Refreshingly and unlike so many games, there's not a pre-determined
way to do each puzzle. You can find your own solution instead of moving each element in a specific order with certain timing.
Unfortunately this also means many puzzles are too easy because there are so many ways that work. Still, there are enough good
puzzles to make Scarab Tales worth your time.. This is one of the very first games I played in VR and the main reason for
buying a Vive at that time. Having been a Star Trek fan for many years, this game was too irresistable to pass by. After what
seemed eons getting the game registered, downloaded and the VR setup I finally, with childish impatience loaded up the game
and saw the introduction. OMG I am here on a shuttle craft and the WOW factor was an understatement. Looking around at the
shuttle and command console, watching the space station and other ship as I flew by, it was simply mind blowing frantically
trying to take in all that I was seeing wiithout missing one bit of detail.

On docking with the Space port I found myself in a room with consoles where I could choose how I wanted to play my first
game. I chose solo (single player) to start so I could see just what the Enterprise bridge had to offer. What a joy as I found
myself in the Captains chair with the helm and tactical stations to my front, manned by NPC characters. Over to my right was
engineering and some other manned staions elsewhere. It was like being on the set of the actual film/series. I next chose my first
solo mission to get used to commanding a Starship and the methods of giving orders and taking control of other stations when
needed (nothing beats that personal touch).

After a couple of games or so and familiarisation with what needed doing, I ventured into co-op missions with other players.
This really added to the experience for me. With a good team we were able to go though a few missions in a very Star Fleet
professional manner but the real fun came in when I was teamed up with total commedians who had me laughing constantly. No
multiplayer game has given such an enjoyable experience for a long time, it's classic.

I must admit that the Enterprise (new) is far easier to manage than the TOS (old version) where you have masses of buttons and
no real indication what button does what until you press it and learn them all. For the fun factor the new Enterprize bridge is the
best.

Pro's:

Wonderful graphics and a smooth gameplay
Some excellent missions
Ability to play as captain, helm, tactical or engineering
Experience points earned in missions to advance in ranks
Ability to play as a male or female character. The latter can be an experience in itself

Cons:

Missions can get repetative after a while.
Some other players may not have as smooth or stable connection as you
You can wait a bit for multiplayer mode but this doesn't hold you back as you can continue with NPC players filling gaps

So far I have not had a bad experience with childish trolls ruining the game experience in multiplayer mode. I guess the game
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and VR headet price has kept them away but I have heard some people say they've had morons on very occasionally.

Personally I would say its a must buy not only for the Star Trek fan but also for the pure experience it gives.. Awesome!

Pros:
- very dynamic,
- interesting game modes,
- very pleasant graphics,
- fun maps,
- changing maps!
- music.

Cons:
- Couple of little bugs, not annoying
- Few maps (hope it will change in future updates). man I love this game
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ing piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥ tries too hard to be a good game and the co op doesn't even ♥♥♥♥ING WORK. Extremely bland
game, with loads of technical issues even for such a simple concept. The game is basically "upgrade your pick" simulator,
because that's basically what you can do in the game. Issued a refund. I can think of better uses for my 1,79\u20ac.. Pros

- Simple to play and a good throwback at the 90' arcade game
- Funny
- 4 players coop

Cons

- Bosses aren't fun to fight
- LVL 6 It's a freaking boss rush mode where you have to beat each previous bosses.

Still worth checking. I have seen the face of god.. it was 1.99 when i bouht it on sell. (update: I take it all back. This game is
flawed and not worth the aggravation. It's bad enough that your character will go from a dead stand still to rolling off the edge
without you pressing anything at all, but to expect me to dodge hornets on tiny sand blocks followed by a f*cking fire tunnel
without a checkpoint after the f*cking mess that was the hornet bit?!?!?! F*ck this game.)

Good game with acceptable stupid humor. I am enjoying it and the devs take suggestions on improvement. Good going
guys\/gals!. Wow. My expectations weren't too high for this DLC, but it was worth it. Feels just like the first one. Some may
even argue that it's better. Excellent Job, Red Barrels! You've done it again.. I thought this game would be cute and easy to play.
The controls are extremely laggy and impossible to control. The game does not seem like it is designed well at all.

Announcement "Second Coming: Serpent Zero," an e-book short story:
Announcement "Second Coming: Serpent Zero," an e-book short story will be released 2017. Available for free for all who
purchased the game Second Coming. Learn about Eden One, the first human habitat and an alien splinter group called Serpent
Zero, who decided to go against their brethren and make men out of monkeys. If the game is successful enough, there might be
a DLC based on Serpent Zero.. BETA 1.1 released:
Some bugfixes, more coming in next beta.. Assets for part 2 in the making:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kzk-TztczQw
The game contains a lot of images and this is part of how they are done. Daniel ,who writes the story, comes with information
about situations in the game that could be told with an illustration.

After some "pen and paper" ideation I get going in Photoshop, some times (as in this case) with some simple 3D as a starting
point.

Next comes the animation, but you will have to wait for Ep 2 to be released to see that one.

. Bug Fix update:
We have released a bug fix update for the game, there will probably be another bugfix-update. But after that, Episode 3 with 10
new stages are coming to move the story forward.. ANNOUNCEMENT: Mini Campaign: The Last Stand:

ANNOUNCEMENT. Beta 1.6 released:
Been a couple of betas now, we are currently at Beta 1.6. Very close to final release. There will be more content coming after
release from early access as well.. In the pipeline:
We are a small team with lots of commitments, but we do have the first bug-fix pack planned for release in the upcoming
weeks, and a new content update coming this year. Hopefully our new mini campaign, but at least a few new maps if we don't
manage to complete the mini campaign. We also want the fighting to become more strategical.
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We have great ideas for improvements, but are limited in time and money. Nevertheless we hope to make this title really great.
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